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this is the second image i've made. the second image has been a headache for me. i think the first one took about 45 minutes,
but this one took two days! i'm not really sure what to do next, so i'm just kind of hoping someone comes up with some ideas on

that front. enjoy! trash 2 is the ultimate tutorial for the advanced user looking to stretch the envelope of creativity. trash 2
supports izotope's powerful resonance audio and spectron vst and au plugin interfaces, and the native.rtas.hdm plug-in format for

mac and windows. trash 2 includes 30 new impulse responses created by iz musician john zorn. the new release contains over
140 presets that impart a wide variety of warm and cold grainy and textured elements, from a swelling plucked piano pad to an
acoustic guitar glissando, and from a percussive film score track to crumpled cellophane. the goal of the new release is to give

users the ability to easily begin working with the plug-in's new convolve module and its intuitive, drag and drop workflow
interface. users will soon be able to create truly unique sonic manipulations, thanks to two new convolve modules that apply

resonance and noise shaping to the audio. trash 2's convolve module can add authentic harmonic content to the mix with over
100 unique filter types. the new convolve module also offers a new set of convolution options that allow users to manipulate the

spectral content of sound files through the creation of tailored envelopes for the strong, harmonic content. trash 2 has been
completely redesigned from the ground up, offering tremendous performance improvements and a unique user interface for

working with sound. create unique textures by deconstructing time based on duration, time signature, or pitch. based on user
feedback, we created a revolutionary new user interface, an intelligent convolution workflow, and powerful impulse responses,
including those from john zorn. in addition to the convolve module, which adds authentic harmonic content to the mix, the new

release includes new convolve versions of the delay and dynamics modules. user will be able to add harmonic content to delayed
signals with over 20 different versions of the convolve module's filter types. this versatile convolution workflow lets users shape a

complex sound to a compelling new harmony with the convolve module's filter controls.
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